Esprimo Mobile V5535 and problem it will not start.
We had start problem during a period of 1 month, starting not starting then would not start anymore,
we tried to find answer on internet, but no good one, took out the plastic behind the keyboard, no
screws, you only have to bend up the plastic, there are some links on internet showing how to do it.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y-35mUbeQnQ (where you can see in the end of the film how to
bend out the plastic cover behind the keyboard. No screws has to be taken out)

Short Cut , but only
for testing if the
computer starts.

Tested the push button and it was broken. Made a short cut over the push button with a small cable just
to be sure to see if the computer started and it did. We changed the push button which can be soldered
from top of the pc board without taking anything apart except for the plastic cover mention before. After
we soldered a new push button the computer has been starting every time. It is more likely the power
button itself is broken than the power plug or power supply itself as many are suggesting on some site
on internet. New push button you can buy in any store who sells electronic components and the cost is
around 1 dollar.
As we did not have an original at this moment we made this document we soldered another one and let
the cable go under the metal plate out to the left as you can see from the pictures.

We hope this would help those who has problem with the Push Button for starting the computer.

When we got the new push button we cleaned the old one with cleaning liquid before we
tried to solder it out, and the old push button came back to live again, so try first to just clean
the old push button on its place with some electronic cleaning spray or equal before you do
anything.
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